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1. What improvements have we seen in dental surgical hand instruments in recent years? 
What key points about surgical hand instruments should distributor sales reps share 
with their dental customers? 
As we see new trends in the dental industry, such as more women emerging into clinical 
dentistry careers, it is important to address these changes with updated instruments. 
PDT is providing this with our new surgical line, featuring a series of smaller instruments 
that cater specifically to some of the needs of smaller hands in surgical procedures.  

2. Please tell us about a newer surgical hand instrument you offer, and explain how it leads 
to greater efficiency, lower cost and better patient outcomes?  
PDT’s new surgical instrument line is 100% handcrafted in Germany, utilizing our 
researched and advanced ergonomic designs to help the clinician feel more in control 
and ergonomically supported during surgical procedures.  
We have a new ergonomic elevator handle that adapts directly within the palm of the 
oral surgeons hand for more precision and control during extractions. Our elevator in 
the ergonomic handle comes in multiple tip designs to provide a firm, comfortable grip 
when oral surgeons need it most. The design is also much friendlier in aesthetics in 
comparison to many elevators on the market, which we hope can also contribute to a 
better perception by the patient in the event they see the elevator itself during their 
office visit. 
We also have an adjustable scalpel handle, where the tip rotates, and locks, in to 7 
different positions. The advantage to this instrument design is providing more control 
and precision when a scalpel blade is needed. The larger diameter handle also helps 
provide more ergonomic support for the clinician; this coupled with the adjustable blade 
contributes to precision and control cutting anywhere in the mouth, even those harder 
to reach areas.  
Our root forceps cater specifically to a complaint commonly overheard, regarding not 
being able to access the debris or root tips left in the socket after an extraction. We 
have slimmed down the beak of the forcep tip to better fit in to the pocket in addition 
to adding deep fishhook serration with a tungsten carbide coating to help the forceps 
provide precision and strength in those areas that are commonly difficult to reach 
effectively. 

3. What probing questions should distributor sales reps ask the dental practice to 
determine its needs regarding surgical hand instruments? 
Before determining which surgical instruments will best care for their clinician’s, sales 
representatives should be inquiring, or familiar, with what type of work their 
practitioner is practicing. There are specific instruments that are vital to the least 
traumatic extraction, which can help preserve a socket for a successful implant 
placement down the road. By understanding the direct needs of the procedures their 
clinicians are practicing, they are better able to provide instrument suggestion that will 
help provide them exactly what they need. What is the office’s primary focus? Do they 
commonly place implants themselves? Do they need an easy, hand held way to mill 



bone to prep for a bone graft? Do they always utilize bone grafting material? If not, 
what is their alternative? The best way to understand what your oral surgeon needs, is 
to understand some of the steps of the procedures they are providing regularly. How do 
you find out which procedures specifically they are doing? You ask. [Most clinicians 
seem to appreciate the honesty and interest. ] 

4. What potential objections might reps encounter, and how should they respond? 
“I have the same instruments I have been using for 20 years, why should I switch now.” 
  In recent years, instruments designs have been created to provide advanced 
ergonomic support for you. Having ergonomic support for your oral surgery procedures 
helps provide better precision and control, helping build your patients confidence in you 
for the least traumatic dental experience. 
What final points would you like to make about your product? 
At PDT, we focus on two primary complaints commonly heard in the dental industry, 
especially in regards to surgical procedures: patients stating they “hate going to the 
dentist” largely due to the stigma that it is a painful and unpleasant experience, and 
clinicians who often state “my hand hurts” largely due to lack of instruments that 
contribute to supporting their ergonomic health. These may seem like simple 
statements, but to address them both is giving us the incredible privilege to help 
transform the dental industry from both directions and truly care for both our dental 
clinicians, and our patients. The way we see it, by providing advanced ergonomic 
instrument designs with superior quality, not only are our clinicians feeling healthier, 
but also more in control and confident in their work. This is often relayed directly to the 
patient through the quality of care provided by their dental clinician. We have also 
added designs to our instruments that adapt easier in the patient’s mouth, so the 
clinician can practice with more ease, less force and therefore help create a less 
traumatic procedure for the patient, both [we hope] emotionally and physically.  

Thank you. 

 


